Supply Chain Innovation Network Benefits

Through philanthropic support, the Georgia Institute of Technology has established the Supply Chain and Logistics Institute (SCL), with the mission of developing research and educational programs in the field of supply chain management and logistics. Supply Chain Innovation Network Annual Partnerships (SCIN) are tailored to individual company needs. The typical components of the annual partnership program include:

- **Supply Chain Seminars and Forums:**
  - Free employee participation in monthly Faculty/Industry Partner/Grad Student SCL Seminars
  - Distribution of Partner collaboration opportunities to other partner for potential facilitated discussion sessions at Georgia Tech

- **Professional Education:**
  - 1 complimentary seat in a Public Course Offering
  - 30% discount on additional seats in Public Course Offering
  - Consultation on Custom Course needs and development
  - Opportunity to provide guest lectures (where appropriate) and sponsor after-hours networking and showcase activities

- **Recruiting Support:**
  - Supply Chain Day: Guaranteed participation in SCL recruiting forums for undergrad and graduate students in supply chain engineering and management.
  - Placement of company open position postings in supply chain management in CareerBuzz – the cross-Institute job board
  - Opportunity to provide guest lectures (where appropriate) and sponsor after-hours networking and information sessions
  - Distribution of open position descriptions to undergraduate and/or graduate students in the programs of the Stewart School of Industrial and Systems Engineering
  - Distribution of internship position descriptions and orientation to the Georgia Tech intern system
  - Introduction to the Georgia Tech Cooperative Education Program
  - Access to Partner webpage with updated information on various career fairs, campus calendar, and other events/programs

- **Project Support:**
  - Assistance in preparing and positioning potential company project needs which can be addressed by student classes
    - Graduate Capstone Projects in Masters in Supply Chain Engineering (MSSCE) program and Masters in Analytics program
Senior Design Projects in Bachelor of Industrial and Systems Engineering program (note: does not include any fees that the Sr. Design Program may have)
Graduate Class Projects: Supply Chain – Strategy, Innovation, and Warehousing Courses

- **Collaboration Planning Sessions:**
  - Twice a year collaborative planning sessions between SCL Faculty and Partner Management Teams; Discussion of latest trends, challenges, opportunities; Leads to identification of project opportunities and potential collaborative research opportunities

- **Communications:**
  - Distribution of Industrial and Systems Engineering, College of Engineering, and Supply Chain & Logistics Institute newsletters
  - Notice of gifts to SCL distributed through the Georgia Tech Philanthropic Quarterly

- **Orientation to Georgia Tech Supply Chain Programs:**
  - Undergraduate (Industrial & Systems Engineering, Supply Chain Focus); Graduate: Masters in Supply Chain Engineering, Masters in IE; OR; Analytics; Professional Masters in Manufacturing Leadership; Professional Masters in Applied Systems Engineering; PhD in IE/Supply Chain; Scheller College of Business – Supply Chain Management Programs; SCL Professional Education programs
  - Introductions to affiliated research and education centers on campus

- **Georgia Tech Friends & Family Rates**
  - Potential to leverage Georgia Tech rates on various Georgia Tech affiliated facilities such as conference facilities and the Georgia Tech Hotel

- **Research Program Development**
  - Consultation on developing research projects of various sizes
    - Donation-supported Research
    - Sponsored Research Contracts
    - Ph.D. to Consulting Projects